To whom it may concern:
We are living in our second Tim Poole house and could not be happier. If we
were to build again, we would want Tim to build it.
We appreciate how Tim listens to us when we start. He gets a feel for what we
want to do. Then makes good suggestions on what to upgrade or what to hold
back on. He understands the design of the home is key to enjoyable living. He
helped us to remove "dead space" and to open up areas that would be lived in
the most. When we built on a lot with a view he rearranged the rooms so that the
rooms used the most would have the best view, then situated the house at the
right spot with the best view. An example of what he did that really added to our
enjoyment: he suggested the fire in the master bedroom be high enough so that
we could view it easily while lying in bed. We appreciated that a lot after we
moved in.
The home we are in now, with the pics, has a lot of trees around. Tim did a great
job of including those in the design of the house. We even have a zip line, thanks
to Tim!! When we realized that we needed to separate the TV from the rest of the
home for when we have quests, Tim made that happen so that we could have the
guys watching the game in the TV room, loudly, while the ladies were visiting in
the comfortable great room.
It was wonderful to work with a man of integrity so that we did not feel like we had
to be on site all the time worrying about what was happening. We went to the site
a few times a week to see the progress and were always impressed at how it
moved along. Our questions were answered and when we wanted changes they
happened.
We have been happy with our experiences with Tim and can give him our highest
recommendation. If you have any questions or concerns feel free to contact me.
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